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Abstract: Recently, the Chinese government decided to support the integrated development of the
Yangtze River Delta (YRD) in a national strategic way. On this background, this paper investigates
the regional integration in the technology transfer system of the YRD based on patent transfer from
three levels: overall, technology supply chain, and technology sales chain. It also uses the modularity
maximization method to detect the community structure of the inter-city patent transfer network in
China. The results show that regional integration of the technology transfer system of the YRD at
both overall level and technology supply chain level had not been realized up to 2015, but had been
achieved at the technical sales chain level. Technology flow in the YRD was increasingly moving
across the border, and the intra-region technology transfer network was increasingly unable to meet
the needs of technological development of the cities in the YRD. This paper has several limitations
concerning the representativeness of patent data, the manifestation of patent data in technological
transfer and international comparison.

Keywords: patent transfer; technology transfer; regional integration; network analysis; Yangtze River
Delta; China

1. Introduction

Recently, regional integration is increasingly regarded as a tool for reaping the benefits and
countering the negative impacts of globalization. Although globalization is often considered as a
worldwide phenomenon of regional integration [1], we have to admit that the core-periphery structure
of global economy under globalization is becoming more prominent [2–4], which means that marginal
countries or regions are being more marginalized [5–7]. Beginning with the elimination of trade barriers
between countries in the same region to achieve economic integration [8], regional integration has
been putting emphasis on promoting the economic development of developing and underdeveloped
regions [9–12], and narrowing the gap of internal development within a country [13,14], especially in
China [15–18].

Regional integration has been used by the Chinese government both at the national and local level
as a main policy tool to deal with the development gap within specific region [15,17,18]. Obviously,
there has been a significant increase in the literature documenting the regional integration in China in
recent years, within which the YRD is an important example [19–22]. At the just-concluded China First
International Import Expo, Chinese President Xi Jinping pointed out that the Chinese government
decided to support the integrated development of the YRD in a national strategic way. Regardless of
inter-country or intra-country integration, existing studies mainly explain integration in terms of trade
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costs, investment costs, and transportation costs [23,24]. Few attentions have been paid to discover the
regional integration from the perspective of technology flows.

The purpose of this paper is to understand the YRD’s regional integration by describing a
technology trading market-based integration based on patent transfer. Technology transfer (transaction)
is one of the core research topics in the fields of management, economics and science & technology
policy. Research on technology transfer originated from the problems highlighted in the international
technology transfer, which was dominated by multinational corporations in the 1960s and 1970s [25,26].
With universities and research institutions, such as laboratories, playing a more important role,
there are more concerns about the technology transfer between universities and enterprises within a
country [27–30]. Through these works, a large number of inter- or intra-regional technology transfer
issues within a country charactering by patent transactions including licensing or transferring were
widely revealed [22,31–34]. However, empirical studies at the city level have not been observed so far.

The objective of this paper is achieved in the following three consecutive steps. First, we construct
the inter-city patent transfer network by identifying the address information of each patent’s assignor
and assignee, thereby enabling the analysis of technical flows on a city scale. Secondly, we use the
network community detection technology to examine whether the YRD is an internally connected
community in China’s inter-city technology transfer network. Third, by constructing the internal
and external inter-city technology transfer network of the YRD, we discuss the integration process
in the technology transfer system of the YRD from the perspective of technology supply chain and
technology sales chain respectively.

The paper is organized as follows. The second section provides a general discussion of concepts and
measures of regional integration, and the practice of the YRD in regional integration, followed by data
and methods in Section 3. The subsequent results section consists of three parts, which are a network
community detection for China’s inter-city patent transfer network and discussions of integration in
technology supply chain and technology sales chain of the YRD. The final section concludes with a
discussion about the major findings, policy implications and suggestions for future studies.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Regional Integration: Concepts and Measures

Regional integration has been in full swing throughout the world. As of 1 May 2018, 673 regional
trade agreements (RTAs) have been notified to the World Trade Organization (WTO), of those some 287
were in force. But when talking about regional integration, we first think of the European Union (EU),
which is a particularly successful case [1,35]. Although the Brexit will hinder the EU integration process
in some respects, it is undeniable that the process of global economic integration is still accelerating, as
evidenced by the increasing regional trade agreements. Other good examples are the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) [36–38]. According to the five levels of regional integration
commonly discussed in the management literature, the EU is the only one at the fourth level (economic
union) and is moving towards the fifth level (political union) [1,8]. Here, we need to explore the
concepts and measurements of regional integration, and that is, what is regional integration and how to
measure it? In fact, the theoretical development of regional integration is inseparable from the practice
of EU integration, and the EU is also supporting the integration of other parts of the world with its
own experiences [1,38,39]. The establishment of the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957
achieved the market integration of six countries (France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands,
and Luxembourg), which greatly promoted trades and investments among member countries. At that
time, the goal of regional integration was to remove barriers to free trade in that region, promoting the
free flow of people, labor, goods, and capital [8], which is still the goal that many regions of the world
are struggling for in their regional integration [9–12]. The official establishment of the EU in 1993 and
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the issuance of euro banknotes and coins in 2002 made that the goal of regional integration, in addition
to eliminating trade barriers, was to achieve economic policy reunification.

While there is little controversy over the concepts of regional integration, empirical studies
trying to quantify the integration face major problems. In general, although various studies have
used a time trend to describe integration process, it is still difficult to operationalize it [1]. The
observation indicator, which is widely used in regional integration evaluation systems, such as
the European Central Bank Index (ECBI), the Asia-Pacific Regional Cooperation and Integration
Index (APRCII), and the Africa Regional Integration Index (ARII), is the intra-region trade
share. Besides, regional integration evaluation systems also track the integration processes of
intra-regional commodity supply chains and intra-regional commodity markets from the intra-regional
trade import share and intra-regional trade export share respectively [12,40]. According to the
Eurostat (https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Intra-EU_trade_in_goods_-_
recent_trends#Evolution_of_intra-EU_trade_in_goods:_2002-2018), the EU Member States as a whole
have more traded goods with other Member States than with countries outside the EU. The continuous
exchange of over 60% of the intra-regional trade is also strong evidence of EU integration. As a
result, the measures of integration can be found in the models of trade theory, particularly in New
Economic Geography (NEG) models that define integration as the inverse of trade costs mainly
quantified by transportation costs [23,24,41]. Of course, the NEG models also abstracts the trade costs
as distance-decay functions [42,43]. With the continuous development of economic globalization,
countries, regions, and cities are embedded in different levels of organizations and networks. Using
social network analysis to study world city networks (WCNs), especially the network community
detection for exploring the close communities in WCNs, provides theoretical innovation for regional
integration measurements [44–46].

2.2. Integrated Development in the YRD

While benefited from globalization and regional integration, China’s economy has experienced
a period of rapid development for 40 years after the reform and opening-up [47], the uneven
development between regions has been a central theme of China’s inequality and the main factor
that constrains China’s economic development from high-rate to high-quality [48–50]. Due to its
outstanding contribution to narrowing the development gap within the region, regional integration
has always been an effective policy tool for the Chinese government to improve the quality of regional
development [15,17,18]. As the junction area of BRI (Belt and Road Initiative) and the Yangtze River
Economic Belt (YREB), the YRD, one of the sixth megalopolis of the world [51], is the leading area of
China in terms of innovation-driven development, industrial structure transformation and upgrading,
economic restructuring, and further opening-up to the outside world [52]. In fact, it has been a long
time for the integration of the YRD both at the national and at the regional level [21]. In 1992, 15 cities
in the YRD established the joint meeting framework for cooperative department between cities, and
the YRD Economic Coordination Society was set up in 1996. On 11 May 2016, the Executive Meeting of
the State Council of China adopted the ‘Development Plan of YRD urban agglomeration (2016–2020)’,
which expanded the scope of the YRD from ‘two provinces and one municipality’ (Zhejiang, Jiangsu,
and Shanghai) to ‘three provinces and one municipality’ (Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Anhui and Shanghai). In
January 2018, the YRD Regional Cooperation Office (YRDRCO) was jointly established by Shanghai,
Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Anhui, and in June, the YRDRCO issued the ‘Three-year action plan (2018–2020)
for YRD’s integrated development’. After nearly 30 years of integrated development, both at the
institutional level and at the practical level, the YRD is moving towards integration in such aspects as
public infrastructure, public service, industrial transfer [19,21,22]. However, relatively little attention
has been paid to the integration of YRD from the perspective of technology flows. In this paper, we
seek to address this research lacuna by examining the integration in patent transfer system of the YRD.

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Intra-EU_trade_in_goods_-_recent_trends#Evolution_of_intra-EU_trade_in_goods:_2002-2018
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Intra-EU_trade_in_goods_-_recent_trends#Evolution_of_intra-EU_trade_in_goods:_2002-2018
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2.3. Technology Transfer and Regional Development

After experiencing a transition from space of places to space of flows, economic geography is
increasingly focusing on cross-regional flows and transfers of technology [53,54]. Regional (city)
economic growth is increasingly dependent on technological advancement and innovation, especially
on the ability to acquire external knowledge and technology [55,56]. Inter-city technology transfer
is one of the most important ways for cities to combine their local knowledge capital base with high
levels of innovative regions. Evidence has shown that technology transfer can narrow regional gaps
and promote the integrated development of urban agglomerations [57]. For example, international
technology transfer led by multinational companies is crucial to global economic integration. In the
technology transfer research literature, patent transfer is often used to measure university-industry
technology transfer, international technology transfer and inter-region technology transfer [53–57].
This is not only because patent transfer itself is a way of technology transfer, but also because patent
data is easier to obtain than other data (such as project cooperation, technical consultation, etc.).

Patent transfer records can be obtained from its legal status. The Patent Search and Analysis
Database (PSAD) of the State Intellectual Property Office of China (SIPO) has been tracking and
recording the legal status of each patent since 2001. In a patent transfer record, we can know the transfer
time, transferor, transferee, patent type, patent application number, transferor address, transferee
address of the patent. In this article, by using this information to construct the internal and external
inter-city technology transfer network of the YRD, we attempt to understand the YRD’s regional
integration by describing a technology trading market-based integration based on patent transfer.

3. Methods

3.1. Deriving Patent Transfer Data from SIPO

Patent transfer data from 2001 to 2015 (the research period of this paper) here was extracted and
downloaded via a Python script from PSAD. By associating the zip code of the transferor and the
assignee’s address with the administrative division code issued by the National Bureau of Statistics
of China (NBSC), we constructed a spatial-temporal network database of China’s inter-city patent
transfer. In order to exclude singular values in individual years, we segmented and aggregated the data,
specifically 2001–2005 (the first period), 2006–2010 (the second period) and 2011–2015 (the third period).
Given the concern of patent transfer contract privacy, our data does not contain the transfer price.

3.2. Network Construction

By using graph principles where vertices represent cities and links represent patent transfer
relationships between cities, we constructed two weighted and directed networks depicting the
inter-city patent transfer relations of the YRD from two perspectives, internal and external, respectively.
The internal inter-city patent transfer network describing the patent transfer activities occurring within
the YRD has a significant network boundary, namely the administrative boundary of the YRD (see
Appendix A for a detailed description of the study area). In the internal network, there is only one
kind of vertices, namely the cities in the YRD, which are abstracted as vertices set A (a1, a2, . . . , ai). The
external inter-city patent transfer network describes the patent transfer relationships between the YRD
and the outside (also in China), and the network boundaries are not clear, changing with the variations
of external cities. Therefore, in the external network, there are two kinds of vertices with significant
boundary attributes, one is the cities inside the YRD which are abstracted as vertices set B (b1, b2, . . . ,
bj), and the other is the cities outside the YRD, which are abstracted as vertices set C (c1, c2, . . . , ck).
Meanwhile, in the external network, the connections only exist between nodes set A and set B, and
there are no connections among set A or set B. In short, the external network is a bipartite (two-mode)
network consisting of two separate nodal sets and one edge set that links the nodes in the two different
sets [58].
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In addition, in order to detect the position of the YRD in China’s inter-city patent transfer network
and its changing trend, we also constructed the inter-city patent transfer network throughout China.
Similar to the external network of the YRD, this china’s network also has two types of vertices, one
is the inner cities of the YRD named set D (d1, d2, . . . , dl), and the other is the cities outside the YRD
named set E (e1, e2, . . . , en). However, although nodes are classified for distinguishing the cities in the
YRD from those outside the YRD, China’s inter-city patent transfer network is obviously a unipartite
(single-layer or one-mode) network due to that the connections in this network exist not only between
the set D and set E, but also among the vertices of set D or set E. Therefore, if the 26 cities in the YRD are
regarded as the set V (v1, v2, . . . , vp, . . . , v26) as a whole, then the relationships among the set A, set B,
set D and set V should be: A, B, D ⊆ V, D = A ∪ B, and the relationship between set C and set E is C ⊆ E.

3.3. Community Detection

Community, one of the keywords in network science, is often used to describe the structural
characteristics of a network—Groups of vertices within which connections are dense but between
which connections are sparser [59]. Due to the outstanding contributions in understanding spatial
agglomeration, industrial clusters, commodity chains, regionalism, social integration and so on [45],
social network analysis centered on community detection is gradually applied to regional studies and
economic geography. Especially in city network science that is booming, community detection presents
to be an analytical innovation for understanding the clustering of cities [46,60]. Obviously, the concept of
network community is highly consistent with regional integration, and that is, both of them emphasize
the closeness of connections within the community (region) [44]. Several methods for community
detection have been developed, such as minimum-cut, hierarchical clustering, Girvan-Newman
algorithm, modularity maximization. Among them, due to the faster algorithm and the application
to small networks without limitations, the modularity maximization method has become one of the
most widely used methods for community detection [55]. In this paper, we also use the maximum
modularity method to detect the community structure of the inter-city patent transfer network in
China. All operations are carried out by the software of Gephi 0.9.2.

3.4. Integration Measured by Weighted Indegree Centrality and Weighted Outdegree Centrality

Inspired by the indicators commonly used in regional integration evaluation system such as
intra-regional import share and intra-regional export share [40], the two most popular centrality
indices (weighted indegree centrality and weighted outdegree centrality) in network theory are used
to measure the integration of technology transfer system in the YRD. In the weighted and directed
inter-city patent transfer network, weighted indegree centrality of a city (Cinw

D ) is defined as the number
of patents that obtaining from other cities and its weighted outdegree centrality (Coutw

D ) is the number
of patents that selling to other cities. Thereby, for a city in the YRD, its weighted indegree centrality in
the internal, external and China overall network can be separately defined as Cinw

Di (i ∈ A), Cinw

D j ( j ∈ B)

and Cinw

Dl (l ∈ D), and its weighted outdegree centrality also can be separately defined as Coutw

Di (i ∈ A),

Coutw

D j ( j ∈ B) and Coutw

Dl (l ∈ D). In addition, due to the relationships between these three networks, for a
specific city p (p ∈ V) in the YRD, we can also conclude that:

in_CChiw
Dp = in_Cinterw

Dp + in_Cexterw

Dp (1)

out_CChiw
Dp = out_Cinterw

Dp + out_Cexterw

Dp (2)

where in_CChiw
Dp , in_Cinterw

Dp and in_Cexterw

Dp separately represent the weighted indegree centrality of city p
in the China overall, internal and external network. out_CChiw

Dp , out_Cinterw

Dp and out_Cexterw

Dp separately
represent the weighted outdegree centrality of city p in the China overall, internal and external network.
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According to the trade share indicators in regional integration evaluation systems, we divide the
types of technology transfer activities for city p in the YRD as follows:

Tp =



in_total_inport, i f (in_Cinterw

Dp > 0)and
(
in_Cexterw

Dp = 0
)

out_total_inport, i f
(
in_Cinterw

Dp = 0
)
and(in_Cexterw

Dp > 0)
in_mainly_inport, i f (in_Cinterw

Dp > in_Cexterw

Dp > 0)
out_mainly_inport, i f (in_Cexterw

Dp > in_Cinterw

Dp > 0)
in_total_export, i f (out_Cinterw

Dp > 0)and
(
out_Cexterw

Dp = 0
)

out_total_export, i f
(
out_Cinterw

Dp = 0
)
and(out_Cexterw

Dp > 0)
in_mainly_export, i f (out_Cinterw

Dp > out_Cexterw

Dp > 0)
out_mainly_export, i f (out_Cexterw

Dp > out_Cinterw

Dp > 0)

(3)

where In_total_input represents that for city p, its technical supply relies entirely on the interior of the
YRD; Out_total_input represents that for city p, its technical supply relies entirely on the outside of the
YRD. In_mainly_input represents that for city p, its technical input is mainly from the interior of the
YRD; Out_mainly_input represents that for city p, its technical input is mainly from the outside of the
YRD; In_total_output represents that for city p, its technical output is completely oriented to the YRD;
Out_total_output represents that for city p, its technical output is completely oriented to the outside of
the YRD. In_mainly_output represents that for city p, its technical output is mainly for the YRD, and
Out_mainly_output represents that for city p, its technical output is mainly for the outside of the YRD.

Based on the above analysis, we can generalize the types of technology transfer of the cities in
the YRD into three types (see Table 1). The first type is In-flow type, and that is, the patent input and
output behavior of the city is completely (or mainly) oriented to the YRD. The second type is Out-flow
type, and that is, the patent input and output behavior of the city is completely (or mainly) oriented to
the outside of the YRD. And the third is Mixed-flow type, the exception of the above two types. Then,
for the measurements of the integration in the technology transfer system of the YRD, we proceed
from three levels: overall, technology supply chain and technology sales chain (see Table 2).

Table 1. Types of division of technology transfer for the cities in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD).

Types of Technology Transfer Types of Technology Inputs Types of Technology Outputs

In-flow

In_total_input In_total_input
In_total_input/In_mainly_input /

In_total_output/In_mainly_output /
In_mainly_input In_mainly_output

Mixed-flow
In_mainly_input In_mainly_output

In_mainly_output In_mainly_input

Out-flow

Out_total_input Out_total_output
Out_total_input/Out_mainly_input /
Out_total_output/Out_mainly_output /

Out_mainly_input Out_mainly_output
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Table 2. Three evaluation levels of integration in the technology transfer system of the YRD.

Evaluation Level Indicators Description

Overall

Interpat > Exterpat
Intra-region transfer share is greater

than inter-region transfer share.

Network community detection
The YRD has become an independent

community in China’s inter-city patent
transfer network.

Technology supply chains Interinput
pat > Exterinput

pat
Intra-region input share is greater than

inter-region input share.

Technology sales chains Interoutput
pat > Exteroutput

pat
Intra-region output share is greater than

inter-region output share.

Note: Interpat is the number of patents transferring in the internal network; Exterpat is the number of patents

circulating in the external network; Interinput
pat represents the number of patents obtained from the YRD for cities in

the YRD; Exterinput
pat represents the number of patents obtained from the outside of the YRD for cities in the YRD;

Interoutput
pat represents the number of patents transferred to the YRD for cities in the YRD; Exteroutput

pat represents the
number of patents transferred to the outside of the YRD for cities in the YRD.

4. Results

4.1. Overall Integration in Technology Transfer System of the YRD

As can be seen from Table 3, the number of cities in China’s inter-city patent transfer network
increased from 239 in the first period to 347 in the third period, and the number of patents circulated
in the network increased from 3147 in the first period to 104,483 in the third period. For the 26 cities
in the YRD, only 2 cities in the first period were excluded, and all the cities in the second and third
periods participated in China’s inter-city patent transfer network. Simultaneously, the number of
patents transferred in the internal network increased rapidly from 167 in the first period to 15,707 in
the third period. 4 cities in the first period were excluded, and all 26 cities in the second and third
periods participated in the internal technology transfer network (see Table 3 and Figure 1).

Table 3. Number of vertices and patents in the three networks at the three periods.

2001–2005 2006–2010 2011–2015

China’s overall network
vertices (dl) 24 26 26
vertices (en) 215 292 321

vertices (dl) + vertices (en) 239 318 347
NPT 3147 19,101 104,483

Internal network
vertices (ai) 22 26 26

Interpat 167 2507 15,707
External network

vertices (bj) 21 26 26
vertices (ck) 68 184 278

vertices (bj) + vertices (ck) 89 210 304
Exterpat 1027 5494 34,433

Note: NPT is the Number of patents transferring in the network.
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Figure 2 shows the evolution of external inter-city patent transfer network of the YRD. The number
of patents transferred in the external network increased rapidly from 1027 in the first period to 34,433
in the third period. Five cities of the YRD did not transfer patents with the outside in the first period,
while in the second and third periods, all 26 cities of the YRD participated in the external network. In
terms of the external cities, the number of cities outside the YRD participating in the external network
increased from 68 in the first period to 278 in the third period. Overall, in the three periods, although
the proportion of patents circulated in the internal network increased from 13.9% in the first period to
31.3% in the third period, the patents transferred in the external network were always greater than the
patents circulated in the internal network, indicating that the integration of the patent transfer system
in the YRD still needs efforts.
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Figure 2. External inter-city patent transfer network of the YRD at the three periods.

Evidence also can be found in the community detection results of China’s inter-city patent transfer
network. Although the maximum modularity of community division in the three periods were all
more than 0.4, 26 cities of the YRD did not form an independent community at the three periods. In the
first period, China’s inter-city patent transfer network was divided into 14 communities, of which the
largest had 49 cities and the smallest only consisted of 2 cities. 24 cities of the YRD at this period were
assigned to 7 communities. In the second period, 9 communities were detected in China’s inter-city
patent transfer network, of which the largest had 101 cities and the smallest consisted of 9 cities. 26
cities of the YRD at this period were also divided into 7 communities. In the third period, China’s
inter-city patent transfer network was divided into 7 communities, of which 139 cities were among the
largest community and the smallest community had 14 cities. 26 cities in the YRD were still divided
into 6 communities at this period (see Figure 3).
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In summary, although more and more YRD’s cities were divided into a community, the segmented
characteristics of the YRD in China’s inter-city technology transfer system had always been maintained,
showing that the integration of the YRD’s technology transfer system had not yet been realized up
to 2015.

4.2. Integration in the Technology Supply Chain of the YRD

The number of patents obtained separately from the inside and outside of the YRD increased
from 167 and 579 in the first period to 15,707 and 18,930 in the third period. In terms of the number of
patent input, Shanghai ranked first in the first two periods both in internal patent input and external
patent input. But in the third period, Shanghai was surpassed by Nantong, precisely ranking second.
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Apart from Shanghai, the cities with high patent input mainly concentrated in Jiangsu and Zhejiang
provinces, such as Suzhou, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Jiaxing, Wuxi, Changzhou, and Ningbo. Cities in
Anhui province always had a low input of patents. Overall, the share of intra-region patent input
increased from 22.48% in the first period to 45.35% in the third period, meaning that the integration
in technology supply chain of the YRD had not yet been achieved up to 2015, but it was developing
rapidly towards integration (see Table A1 in Appendix B).

In detail, in the first period, 8 cities (i.e., Nantong, Hefei, Wuhu, Shaoxing, Yancheng, Ma’anshan,
Anqing, and Zhoushan) had neither acquired patents internally nor externally, and 3 cities, namely
Chizhou, Tongling, and Xuancheng, obtained all their patents within the YRD. There were also 5 cities
obtaining more than 50% (including 50%) of their input from the YRD, such as Jinhua, Huzhou, Yangzhou,
Jiaxing, and Chuzhou. The remaining 10 cities mainly obtained patents from the outside of the YRD,
especially for Shanghai with intra-region inputs shares of no more than 10%. In the second period, only
2 cities (Tongling and Zhoushan) had no patent input activities, while the remaining 24 cities obtained
patents both internally and externally. There were 12 cities with an intra-region patent input share of
more than 50%. In the third period, all the 26 cities of the YRD had patent input activities, of those 17
cities obtained more than 50% of their input from the YRD. In the remaining 9 cities, Shaoxing’s patent
input entirely relied on the outside of the YRD. Figure 4 shows the patterns of patent input’s types for
the cities in the YRD at the three periods. The number of cities with the types of In_total_input and
In_mainly_input increased from 8 in the first period to 17 in the third period, indicating that technological
advances in the YRD’s cities were increasingly dependent on the internal technology spillovers.
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4.3. Integration in the Technology Sales Chain of the YRD

The number of patents transferred to the inside and outside of the YRD separately increased from
167 and 451 in the first period to 15,707 and 15,503 in the third period (see Table A2 in Appendix B). In
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terms of the number of patent output, Shanghai always ranked first in the three periods both in internal
patent output and external patent output. In addition to Shanghai, cities with high patent output also
mainly concentrated in Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces, such as Suzhou, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Ningbo,
Wuxi, and Changzhou. Cities in Anhui province always had low patent output. However, unlike
patent inputs, the share of intra-region patent outputs increased from 27.02% in the first period to
50.33% in the third period (54.5% in the second period), indicating that the integration in technology
sales chain of the YRD had been achieved (or just been achieved).

In detail, in the first period, 5 cities mainly concentrated in Anhui Province (i.e., Ma’anshan, Chuzhou,
Tongling, and Chizhou) did not have any patent output activities. The patent output of 2 cities (Zhenjiang
and Zhoushan) were completely oriented to the interior of the YRD, while 3 cities (Nantong, Wuhu,
and Xuancheng) were totally the opposite, transferring patents to the outside of the YRD. There were
also 10 cities mainly concentrated in Zhejiang Province transferring more than 50% (including 50%) of
their patents to the YRD, such as Hangzhou, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Ningbo, Taizhou-J, Shaoxing and Jinhua.
The remaining 6 cities mainly sold patents to the outside of the YRD, especially Shanghai that had an
intra-region outputs share of 12.43%. In the second period, only 1 city (Chizhou) had no patent output
activities, while the remaining 25 cities sold patents both internally and externally. The number of
cities with an intra-region output share of more than 50% increased to 17. In the third period, all the
26 cities of the YRD had patent output activities, of those 14 cities sold more than 50% of their output
to the YRD. Figure 5 shows the patterns of patent output’s types for the cities in the YRD at the three
periods. The number of cities with the types of In_total_output and In_mainly_output rose from 12 in
the first period to 17 in the second period, and then fell to 14 in the third period. And cities with the
types of Out_total_output and Out_mainly_output mainly concentrated in Anhui province. We also
noticed that as the city with the largest patent output in the YRD, the type of Shanghai had changed from
Out_mainly_output in the first two periods to In_total_output in the third period. In general, the technical
output of most cities in the YRD was oriented to the interior of the YRD, indicating that the YRD occupied
a higher position in the technology sales markets for the cities in the YRD.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

The discussion of the integration in the technology transfer system of the YRD is rooted in the
particular context of China’s national policies and regional development. In this paper, we investigated
the regional integration in the technology transfer system of the YRD from three levels. We concluded
by discussing the key findings, some of which can enhance our understanding of the integrated
development of the YRD. By firstly comparing the number of patents flowing in the internal inter-city
technology transfer network and the external inter-city technology transfer network of the YRD, we
found that the inter-region patent transfer share was always greater than the intra-region patent
transfer share. Secondly, based on the community detection method in network analysis, we studied
the community structure of China’s inter-city technology transfer network, and found that cities in the
YRD were always not in the same independent community. The above two points explained from
the overall level that the regional integration of the technology transfer system of the YRD had not
been realized up to 2015. We have also studied the integrated development of technology transfer
system in the YRD from the technical supply chain and the technical sales chain. In the technology
supply chain, although the inter-region patent input share was always greater than the intra-region
patent input share, technological advances in the YRD’s cities were increasingly dependent on internal
technology spillovers. In terms of technical sales chain, the intra-region patent output share exceeded
50%, indicating that the integration in the technology sales chain of the YRD had been achieved.

These empirical findings also generally deepen our understanding of the network boundary of
technology flows in regional studies or economic geography. The concepts of regional innovation
systems (RISs) and Regional innovation networks (RINs) have been widely applied to account for
the successful development of many high-performing or innovative regions [61,62]. However, recent
researches have criticized the localized or regional-fixed perspectives embodied in this concept by
emphasizing the roles of extra-regional networks [63,64]. The regional integration of the YRD’s
technology transfer system is clearly bounded, but the technology transfer networks of the YRD are not
restricted by the regional boundary. Our findings based on Figure 6 also confirmed that the number
of cities with their technology transfer types of Mixed-flow was continuous increasing. Technology
flows in the YRD was increasingly moving across the border, and the intra-region technology transfer
network was increasingly unable to meet the needs of technological development for the cities in
the YRD.

Policy implications of our research are based on the observation that the Chinese governments
are paying more attention to the integrated development in the YRD, especially in the current era of
knowledge economy, the integrated technology transfer system has become an important part of the
regional integration development of the YRD. Our research found that although most cities in the YRD
did obtain patents internally, the integrated technology transfer system in the YRD had not yet been
established up to 2015, especially in the technology supply chain. This shows that the technology
supply of the YRD could not meet the needs of 26 cities in the YRD, which may be mainly caused by
the unsmooth technology transfer channels. Although China has adopted a series of decentralization
policies that empower local states since the reform and opening-up, regional administrative boundaries
still hinder the free flow of various elements to a great extent [22,65]. Thereby, we suggest that while
building an integrated technology transfer network in the Yangtze River Delta with Shanghai as the
core, we should also design at the top level to break down administrative barriers, such as building a
technology transfer alliance for the YRD. In addition, we also noticed that cities in different levels of
technology development measured by patent applications have different types of technology transfer
activities. For cities with high technological development level, such as Shanghai, Hangzhou, Wuxi
and Changzhou, their patent input mainly came from the outside of the YRD, and their patent output
mainly faced the inside of the YRD. While in cities with low technological development level, which
mainly concentrated in Anhui province, the types of patent transfer activities were contrary to the
above. Therefore, narrowing the gap of cities’ technology development in the YRD should be the goal
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of the integrated development of technology transfer system of the YRD, and of course, this is also
the premise.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 20 
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The research presented here also has several limitations, which are worthy of further study. One
limitation relates to the concern for the representativeness of patent transfer data. Although patent
transfer has been widely recognized as an effective indicator for measuring the technology flows
between regions or cities [31,34], patent transfer is only one of many ways of technology transfer
and the data here only contains the address information of the rights holder before and after the
patent transfer, and it does not involve the transfer price which is seen as the best indicator of the
patent quality. Secondly, patent transfer is just an external manifestation of technology transfer. The
construction of integrated technology transfer system involves many deep-seated factors, such as
integrated technology transfer policies, integrated technology transfer organizations and personnel,
integrated technology transfer platforms. Thirdly, this paper only focuses on inter-city technology
flows. It does not pay attention to which actors (such as enterprises, universities, research institutions,
governments or individuals) play an important role in the process of technology transfer. Also,
this research only concentrated on the integration of the YRD. It did not investigate the technology
integration performance of other world high-integrated regions, such as the EU. We will try to find
more representative data to study the technology integration of YRD as well as other highly-integrated
region, such as the EU, and make an international comparison. What’s more, many studies have shown
that China’s technology transfer is driving the international technology transfer from North-South to
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the coexistence of North-South and South-South, and the China-led South-South technology transfer
gradually breaks the cooperation paradigm between North and South technology transfer [66]. with
the continuous advancement of the Belt and Road initiative, it would be meaningful to study whether
China’s technology transfer promotes the integration of the Belt and Road.

6. Note

The cities in this paper are the municipalities, prefecture-level cities, autonomous prefectures and
leagues in China’s administrative divisions, and do not include county-level cities.
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Appendix A

Study Area

According to the “Plan of Yangtze River Delta Urban Agglomeration Development” approved
by the State Council of China in May 2016, the YRD, the study area of this paper, consists of ‘three
provinces and one municipality’, i.e., Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui and Shanghai. Jiangsu province
contains 9 prefecture-level cities (Nanjing, Wuxi, Changzhou, Suzhou, Nantong, Yancheng, Yangzhou,
Zhenjiang, Taizhou). Zhejiang province contains 8 prefecture-level cities (Hangzhou, Ningbo, Jiaxing,
Huzhou, Shaoxing, Jinhua, Zhoushan, Taizhou). Anhui province contains 8 prefecture-level cities
(Hefei, Wuhu, Ma’anshan, Tongling, Anqing, Zhangzhou, Chizhou and Xuancheng). Since there are
two cities with the same name of Taizhou in this study area, they are re-named to Taizhou-J (Jiangsu
province) and Taizhou-Z (Zhejiang province) according to the provinces they belong to.

Appendix B

Table A1. Number of patents separately obtained from the inside and outside of the YRD for cities in
the YRD at the three periods.

City
2001–2005 2006–2010 2011–2015

in_Cinterw

Dp in_Cexterw

Dp in_Cinterw

Dp in_Cexterw

Dp in_Cinterw

Dp in_Cexterw

Dp

Shanghai 43 390 430 1175 2147 3599
Hangzhou 26 41 282 182 1051 1066

Nanjing 7 14 126 546 947 923
Hefei 0 0 66 82 398 484

Suzhou 12 54 334 407 2129 1914
Wuxi 4 10 122 159 683 1192

Changzhou 5 8 51 67 662 1178
Zhenjiang 2 4 62 25 296 178
Yangzhou 10 3 22 28 270 239
Nantong 0 0 107 56 2631 4312
Taizhou-J 5 6 20 215 327 341
Yancheng 0 0 26 31 458 191
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Table A1. Cont.

City
2001–2005 2006–2010 2011–2015

in_Cinterw

Dp in_Cexterw

Dp in_Cinterw

Dp in_Cexterw

Dp in_Cinterw

Dp in_Cexterw

Dp

Chuzhou 1 1 35 5 166 122
Wuhu 0 0 31 44 174 479

Tongling 1 0 0 0 33 18
Ma’anshan 0 0 2 13 110 85

Chizhou 3 0 5 12 83 15
Xuancheng 1 0 17 2 128 75

Anqing 0 0 5 3 42 21
Jiaxing 6 4 162 48 859 495

Huzhou 13 2 91 24 532 173
Ningbo 12 21 153 115 636 814

Zhoushan 0 0 0 0 48 8
Shaoxing 0 0 75 24 0 304

Jinhua 14 12 107 55 321 281
Taizhou-Z 2 6 176 90 576 423

Table A2. Number of patents separately sold to the inside and outside of the YRD for cities in the YRD
at the three periods.

City
2001–2005 2006–2010 2011–2015

out_Cinterw

Dp out_Cexterw

Dp out_Cinterw

Dp out_Cexterw

Dp out_Cinterw

Dp out_Cexterw

Dp

Shanghai 42 296 862 1015 3682 3601
Hangzhou 24 14 313 180 1564 1333

Nanjing 21 52 191 196 1537 1213
Hefei 6 2 28 57 309 436

Suzhou 7 26 156 92 1683 2239
Wuxi 8 3 159 100 940 766

Changzhou 2 12 80 70 621 368
Zhenjiang 3 0 41 2 261 138
Yangzhou 1 1 16 25 119 92
Nantong 0 9 93 66 358 365
Taizhou-J 5 5 13 3 151 167
Yancheng 0 0 8 4 132 120
Chuzhou 0 0 8 9 43 106

Wuhu 0 2 15 1 163 321
Tongling 0 0 6 26 46 22

Ma’anshan 0 0 9 7 60 73
Chizhou 0 0 0 0 14 31

Xuancheng 0 1 18 1 53 89
Anqing 3 9 7 7 50 49
Jiaxing 11 1 63 12 329 266

Huzhou 14 1 32 16 299 231
Ningbo 8 4 140 85 1420 1751

Zhoushan 1 0 6 18 55 18
Shaoxing 3 2 99 42 707 490

Jinhua 2 2 29 34 496 575
Taizhou-Z 6 9 115 18 615 643
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